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Biography 

Name: Jonathan Jarl 

Job Description: Active agent 

Classification level: 2a 

 

Demographics 

Born: 2024. 

Gender: Man. 

Psychological profile summary: High-performing risk-taker. 

 

Physical ID markers 

Visual ID 

 

Retinal ID – 87-1B 
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DNA sequence ID #812-AB-21 

 

Fingerprint thumb, right 

 

Audio voice sample ID # 19-ESR-J 

 

 

Background 

Born in Sweden. Raised by his mother (deceased), one of the first French, female astronauts. 

Never met Swedish father (deceased). Raised in Stockholm and Paris. Father was posted as an 

air officer to train English and American pilots stationed at the Thule Base/Greenland.  Previous 

marriage to Chantelle (divorced), daughter Kristina (deceased).  

- Distant family located on Greenland, has spent time there regularly during his 

upbringing.  
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- Did not complete military draft, reasons unknown.  

- Completed Master in Astrophysics in Lund, Sweden, accelerated program. Graduated 

top three in his class. Wrote thesis about possible aberrations in Lunar movements; 

unknown causes and possibilities.  

 

Psychological profile: 

During introductory training, several psychological profiling tests were completed; however, the 

results were somewhat contradictory. On one hand, the (most) results indicated that Jonathan 

is fast to adapt to a situation he has not previously faced. This was shown by tests Langeare and 

Milk and documented. But at a later stage in the introductory training, when faced with a 

similar situation, he did not perform as expected. This however seemed to be an isolated 

occurrence and the evaluator, Nicholas Backmann, deemed it irrelevant.  

Jonathan is highly individualistic and tops out all test parameters for this characteristic.  

 

Risk profile: 

Possible addiction to Oxycodone. There has been rumors that Jonathan is addicted to the drug 

but there has been no evidence presented. The reason for the possible addiction is currently 

unknown. Further investigations into this is recommended. 

 

Training/Skills 

Knife; Is well-versed in different knife-fighting techniques. 

Excellent physical capabilities, including flexibility, strength and stamina. 

Medium expertise in firearms. Recommended further training.  
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Languages: 

English, Swedish, French and some Greenlandic. 

 

Personal Summary 

- Requited directly by Nicholas Backmann. 

- High-functioning, intelligent and quick to adapt to new situations. Has good to excellent 

spatial skills.  

- Knowledgeable within historical field. 

- Psychological profile indicates some form of earlier, unknown trauma that seems to 

indicate that when Jonathan is placed in a high-stressful situation, he is prone to 

extreme risk-taking. 

- Highly individualistic, almost to the extreme.  

 

Miscellaneous  

Lives alone in a family-owned apartment in Godthåb/Greenland.  

As leisure time he spends time playing golf, reading and walking. 

During interviews, there seems to some evidence that Jonathan has had an experience 

including extra-terrestrial(s). He was not willing to share more information about the subject. 

Recommend further analysis. 

 

Current assignment 

- Jonathan has successfully completed the Amber group introductory training program. 

Score 92 (out of a 100), which is considered very capable.  
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- He is currently assigned as a field agent; first mission is scheduled to take place in 2048. 

Mentor will be Eric Stolt. 

 

 


